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QUICK START GUIDE

Take it. Print it. Keep it.

Requires FUJIFILM instax mini film (not included)

For User Manual, FAQ, trouble shooting and care instructions visit www.tomy.com/KiiPix
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Wings
Shutter button
White Frame
Print dial
5 Mirror
6 Central cover
7 Back cover
8 Film counter
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LOADING FILM
Requires FUJIFILM instax mini film (not included)
STEP 1
Open.

STEP 2
Load film.

STEP 3
Close.

Clic

k

Yellow tab
facing up

STEP 4
Turn print dial.

STEP 5
Eject film cover.
Film Counter
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Do not open the back cover until film has run out.
If opened, the film will react to light and become unusable.

SET UP
STEP 1
Open.

STEP 2
Slide white frame from central cover.
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STEP 3
Peel clear film.
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STEP 4
Set your phone screen brightness to maximum,
turn off auto-lock. Use screen lock to keep
pictures from rotating.

STEP 5
Place KiiPix frame on phone, align
and then place on top of KiiPix wings.
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STEP 6
Use reflective mirror to ensure photo is lined up.
Press shutter button.

STEP 7
Turn print dial to release film.

CLOSE
STEP 1
Position White frame back on central cover, align
and slide to secure KiiPix frame in place.

STEP 2
Close.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Do not place in direct sunlight as this may cause risk of fire. We do not accept responsibility for any damage, loss,
failure and/or internal data corruption of your devices (eg. Smartphone) due to use of this product. No batteries
required. Be careful not to get fingers, hair or clothes caught in gaps or moveable parts. To avoid unexpected
accidents, keep product away from children under 3 years old after use. Read instructions carefully before using film
(sold separately). Do not cut or take apart film (sold separately). Do not get paste on clothes. If you touch the paste
within the unused film, wash thoroughly immediately. If the paste gets in your eyes and/or mouth, consult your doctor
immediately after washing. Discard plastic bag immediately after opening. Do not drop or hit against objects. Do not
place in direct sunlight or expose to excessively high or low temperatures. When taking photos, avoid excessive
brightness, especially when using outside. Pictures may react to light.
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Your KiiPix is a precision instrument. Do not get it wet or drop it. Also, do not expose to sand.
If you are not using your KiiPix for a long interval, keep it where it will be safe from heat, dust, and moisture.
Remove soil and dust from the lens, etc. with an air blower and by wiping lightly with a piece of soft cloth.
Do not use solvent such as thinner and alcohol to remove soil.
Keep the film chamber and KiiPix interior clean to avoid damaging films.
Moth repellent gas such as naphthalene adversely affects your KiiPix and film. Avoid keeping your KiiPix or film in a chest with
mothballs.
7. Note that the temperature range within which your KiiPix can be used is +5°C/+41°F to +40°C/+104°F.
8. Keep the film in a cool and dry place. Do not leave the film in a place where the temperature is extremely high ( e.g., in a closed car).
9. When you load a film pack, use the film as soon as possible.
10. If the film has been kept in a place where the temperature is extremely high or low, bring it to room temperature before starting to take
pictures.
11. Be sure to use the film before the expiration or "Use Before" date.
12. Avoid airport checked luggage inspection and other strong X-ray illumination. The effect of fogging, etc. may appear on unused film. We
recommend that you carry the KiiPix and/or the film onto the aircraft as carry-on luggage. (Check with each airport for more
information).
13. Avoid strong light, keep the developed prints in a cool and dry place.
14. Do not puncture, tear, or cut FUJIFILM instax mini film. If film becomes damaged, do not use.

See FUJIFILM instax mini film for film use instructions. Follow all instructions for safe and proper use.
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Some pictures/illustrations may differ from the actual product. Color and
contents may vary. Please retain all product information for future reference.
IMPORTANT: Remove any plastic attachments and packaging before giving
to children.
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